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10 2-Way Belly-Flying Entrances 

Pre-requisites

Objectives

Many flyers will want to learn entering the tunnel in a 2-way formation mainly for the enjoyment and add-
ed challenge that it presents but also for skydivers wishing to imitate the exit portion of a skydive. Before 
you will be able to learn entering the wind tunnel while holding or being held by another in a 
2-way formation, you will need to demonstrate that you are able to enter the airflow solo, fly a neutral 
body position, along with the eight points of motion, without any considerable issues.

If you plan to be the flyer who enters other than forwards during the 2-way entrance, you will need to 
practice that move solo prior to adding the second flyer. 

The primary objective for this skill is to be able to safely control your body while side sliding from one 
side of the tunnel to the other and back again. Ultimately you will aim to complete this maneuver without 
coming into contact with the tunnel wall, while maintaining a constant heading and altitude throughout. 
Once you can complete this skill successfully, you can start combining your eight points of motion for 
other skills, such as super positioning. 

Preparation
You and your flying partner will discuss with your instructor which entrances are the safest and most 
successful to try. Build the formation while standing in the tunnel staging area. The first flyer to enter the 
airflow should be as close to the edge of the door as possible, using the doorframe for added support and 
stability. At the same time, the second flyer should be positioned as close to the first flyer as possible to 
allow the pair to enter as a “chunk” with little space in between them. Both flyers will want to squat slightly 
to allow themselves to enter low. Both flyers should use the bend in their legs to help provide the power 
to move away from the door toward the center of the tunnel.

Technique and drills

• Initiate the slide using both your upper and 
lower body so that you can maintain a con-
stant heading when you move. Using only 
one input can typically cause a turn.

• For a slide to the left, your left knee and 
your left elbow will be lowered down into 
the airflow to create the body pitch which 
will cause the drive. The opposite is true for 
a slide to the right.

• Usually you will use slightly more knee 
input as the lower body is typically heavi-
er than the upper body, so it will required 
slightly more drive.

Side Body Entrance: 

2-Way Sidebody Entrance



• The second flyer will remain close to the first flyer, 
pushing forward into the wind, matching the speed and 
altitude of the first flyer
• Once both flyers reach the center of the tunnel, you 
should both aid the stopping of movement by opposing 
any drive that you have.

Technique and drills

Post-Flight Questions/ Suggestions 
• How did your performance match the initial objectives?
• Were you able to enter the tunnel and maintain stability throughout?
• Was the entrance timing correct and did the entrances feel smooth?
• What techniques did you feel comfortable with and what can you improve on during the next session?

What Skill Level Is Next? 
The skills you have completed prior to learning 2-way entrances determines what skill you will learn next. 
At this point you should be comfortable flying with a partner, maybe many different partners. It’s in your 
best interest to broaden the range of people you fly with (lighter or heavier) as this can improve your 
overall ability to be able to fly with anybody. You will want to become proficient at knowing the 2-way dive 
pool with as many different partners as you can. If you haven’t already begun to do so, you could possibly 
learn super positioning next, or maybe you are ready to begin 3-way flying!

2-Way Sidebody Entrance

2-Way Sidebody Entrance

Keep these key elements in mind 
Side Body Entrance: 

• The first flyer stands at the edge of the door, 
with his/her back to the airflow. One foot can 
be lifted off the floor and balance on one foot. 
This helps with leading with that raised foot 
and can help with initiating stability

• The second (inside) flyer picks up both wrists 
of the first flyer (star formation), standing close 
to the first flyer

• Both flyers should squat slightly and look at 
each other for the correct timing

• Either flyer can time the entrance with
      designated “ready ... set. .. go!” count
• On the “go” command, the first flyer will push
      backwards into the wind, quickly raising their
      grounded foot and begin belly-fly toward the
      center of the wind tunnel, providing space for
      the second flyer to enter
• The second flyer will remain close to the first flyer, pushing forward into the wind, matching 

the speed and altitude of the first flyer. It is important not to get ahead of the first flyer as 
this can cause the first flyer to fall backward onto the wind before they are able to raise 
their feet off the floor 

• Once you reach the center of the tunnel, both flyers should aid the stopping of movement 
by opposing any drive that you have.


